UPAY 554 (FACSIMILE)

SYSTEM MESSAGES TABLE (08) TRANSACTIONS
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1---5----0----5----0----5----0----5----0----5----0----5----0----5----0
A08CN37001 4 77CONSISTENCY EDIT 370 FAILED
A08GN37001 4 77GROSS-TO-NET CONSISTENCY EDIT 370 FAILED
A080839501 4 44FEDERAL MARITAL STATUS CAN'T BE BLANK - UPDATE WILL BE BLOCKED
A080839601 4 44STATE MARITAL STATUS CAN'T BE BLANK - UPDATE WILL BE BLOCKED
A081239501 4 44FEDERAL MARITAL STATUS CODE CAN'T BE BLANK - UPDATE BLOCKED
A081239601 4 44STATE MARITAL STATUS CODE CAN'T BE BLANK - UPDATE BLOCKED
A081307001 4 55FEDERAL TAX WITHHOLDING ALLOWANCES GREATER THAN MAXIMUM
A081307101 4 55CA STATE TAX WITHHOLDING ALLOWANCES GREATER THAN MAXIMUM
A087750001 1 INPUT RUN SPECIFICATION RECORD
A087750101 5 8 OPER - SPECIFICATION RECORD MISSING
A087750201 5 8 OPER - SPECIFICATION ID INVALID - MUST BE PPP775-SPEC
A087750301 5 8 OPER - SPECIFICATION DATE IS INVALID
A087750401 5 8 OPER - SPECIFICATION DATE MUST BE LAST DAY OF THE REPORTING MONTH
A087750501 5 8 OPER - REPORTING CYCLE MUST BE RUN AFTER THE END OF CURRENT MONTH
A087750601 5 8 OPER - CAMPUS LOCATION RECORD IS MISSING FROM DB2 CONTROL TABLE